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Abstract 

The nonsynonymous (amino acid-altering) to synonymous (silent) substitution rate ratio (w= dNids) 

provides a measure of natural selection at the protein level, with w = 1, < 1, and > 1 indicating neutral 

evolution, negative purifying selection, and positive diversifying selection, respectively. Previous 

studies that use this measure to detect positive selection have often taken an approach of pairwise 

comparison, estimating substitution rates by averaging over all sites in the protein. As most amino 

acids in a functional protein are under structural and functional constraints and adaptive evolution 

probably affects only a few sites at a few time points, this approach of averaging over sites and over 

time has little power. Previously we developed codon-based substitution models that allow the w ratio 

to vary either among lineages or among sites. In this paper we extend previous models to allow the w 

ratio to vary both among sites and among lineages and implement the new models in the likelihood 

framework. These models are useful for identifying positive selection along pre-specified lineages that 

affects only a few sites in the protein. The primate lysozyme and tumour suppressor BRCAl genes 

were analyzed to evaluate the utility of the new methods. Positive selection is detected in both genes. 
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Introduction 

The nonsynon}Tilous/synon}Tilous substitution rate ratio (m= dN!ds) provides a sensitive measure of 

selective pressure at the amino acid level. An m ratio greater than one means that nonsynon}TilOUS 

mutations offer fitness advantages and are fixed in the population at a higher rate than synon}Tilous 

mutations. Positive selection can thus be detected by identifying cases where m> 1. Previous studies 

have most often employed a pairwise approach, calculating synon}Tilous (dN) and nonsynon}Tilous (ds) 

rates between two sequences by averaging over all codons (amino acids) in the gene and over the time 

period that separates the sequences. As many amino acids in a functional protein might be largely 

invariable (with mclose to 0) due to strong structural and functional constraints, the average dN is 

rarely higher than the average ds. As a result, this approach has little power in detecting positive 

selection (e.g., Sharp 1997; Endo, Ikeo and Gojobori 1996; Akashi 1999; Crandall eta!. 1999). 

The model of codon substitution of Goldman and Yang (1994; see also Muse and Gaut 1994) 

provides a framework for studying the mechanism of sequence evolution by comparing synon}Tilous 

and nonsynon}Tilous substitution rates. The original model assumes one single m for all lineages and 

sites, and has been extended to account for variation of meither among lineages or among sites. The 

lineage-specific models (Yang 1998; Yang and Nielsen 1998) allow for variable Ul) among lineages 

and are thus suitable for detecting positive selection along lineages. They assume no variation in m 

among sites, and, as a result, detect positive selection for a lineage only if the average dN over all sites 

is higher than the average ds. The site-specific models (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Yang et al. 2000) 

allow the mratio to vary among sites but not among lineages. Positive selection is detected at 

individual sites only if the average dN over all lineages is higher than the average ds. If adaptive 

evolution occurs at a few time points and affects a few amino acids (Gillespie 1991), both classes of 

models might lack power in detecting positive selection. It appears that averaging over sites is a more 

serious problem than averaging over lineages, as the site-specific analysis has been very successful in 

detecting positive selection in a variety of genes (Zanotto et al. 1999; Yang et al. 2000; Bishop, 
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Dean and Mitchell-Olds 2000; Haydon et al. 2001; Swanson et al. 200 1; Fares et al. 2001 ). 

Computer simulations also confirmed the power of the site-specific analysis (Anisimova, Bielawski 

and Yang 2001). See Yang and Bielawski (2000) for a review. 

It is worthwhile to develop models that allow the OJ ratio to vary both among sites and among 

lineages. In this paper, we implement two such models. Our main objective is to improve the power of 

the likelihood ratio test (LRT) to detect positive selection along pre-specified lineages. A major use of 

those new models might be to analyze the evolution of gene families, where functional divergence after 

gene duplication might have caused adaptive evolution (Ohta 1993). We implement the new models in 

the likelihood framework, and apply them to analyze two data sets: one of the lysozyme genes from 

primates (Messier and Stewart 1997; Yang 1998) and another ofthe cancer suppressor BRCAI 

genes from primates (Huttley et al. 2000). 

Theory 

We assume that the phylogeny is known or independently estimated, and the branches that might be 

expected to be under positive selection are specified a priori. For example, in analysis of a gene 

family, we are interested in testing whether positive selection has occurred along the lineage right after 

gene duplication. For convenience, we refer to branches for which we test positive selection as the 

"foreground" branches, and all others the "background" branches. 

The basic model of codon substitution specifies the substitution rate from sense codon i to sense 

codon} as 

0, 

J.ilr j' 

% = J.iK7ri, 

j.JOJ7r i' 

j.JOJKJr j' 

if i and j differ at more than one position, 

for synonymous transversion, 

for synonymous transition, 

for nonsynonymous transversion, 

for nonsynonymous transition, 

where K is the transition/transversion rate ratio and t; is the equilibrium frequency of codon j, 
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calculated using the empirical nucleotide frequencies observed at the three codon positions (Goldman 

and Yang 1994; Muse and Gaut 1994). The scale factor pis defined by the requirement that the 

average substitution rate is one: 

Time and branch length are then measured by the expected number of nucleotide substitutions per 

codon (Goldman and Yang 1994). The matrix oftransition probabilities is given by 

P(t) = {pv(t)} = eQ1, 

where Pv(t) is the probability that codon i will become codonj after timet. The calculation is 

accomplished by diagonalizing the rate matrix Q = {qij} (Yang 1997). 

We assume that the OJ ratio varies among codon (amino acid) sites, and there are four site classes 

in the sequence. The first class of sites are highly conserved in all lineages with a small OJ ratio ~-

The second class includes neutral or weakly-constrained sites at which OJ= aJt, where aJt is near or 

smaller than 1. In the third and fourth classes, the background lineages have ~ or aJt, but the 

foreground branch has lVl, which may be greater than 1. In other words, there are two site classes with 

the ratios ~ or aJt along the background branches, but along the lineages of interest, a certain event 

caused some sites to become under positive selection with the ratio lVl > I (table 1). We assume that 

when positive selection occurs along the foreground lineages, it is equally likely to involve a site from 

site class 0 as a site from class 1; the proportions of sites from classes 2 and 3 are the same as those 

from classes 0 and 1 (table 1). This assumption can be relaxed by introducing an additional proportion 

parameter, but this is not pursued here. 

(2) 

(3) 

We implement two versions of the model, and refer to them later as models A and B. In model A, 

we fix~= 0 and OJt = 1. This model is an extension to the site-specific "neutral" model ofNielsen and 

Yang (1998), which assumes two site classes with~= 0 and aJt = 1 in all lineages. In model B, we 

estimate~ and OJt from the data as free parameters. While we envisage ~and OJt to be smaller than 

one, we do not place this constraint in the implementation. Model B is an extension to the site-specific 
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"discrete" model of Yang et al. (2000) with K = 2 site classes. In both models A and B, the 

proportions p0 and p 1 as well as the ratio w.z are estimated from the data by maximum likelihood (ML). 

Let the number of sites ( codons) in the sequence be n, and the observed data at site h be xh (h = 1, 

2, ... , n); xh is a vector of codons at site h across all sequences in the alignment. Let Yh ( = 0, 1, 2 or 3) 

be the site class that site h belongs to. We assume that there are different classes of sites in the gene, 

but we do not know which class each site is from. Note that given the site class yh, the conditional 

probability of observing data xh at the site,j(xh[yh), can be calculated using previous algorithms. If the 

site is from classes 0 or 1 (if Yh = 0 or 1 ), all branches on the phylogeny have the same OJ ratio, and 

j(xh[yh) can be calculated according to Goldman and Yang (1994). If the site is from classes 2 or 3 (if 

Yh = 2 or 3), the OJ ratios are different for the background and foreground branches, andj(xh[yh) can be 

calculated according toY ang (1998). The unconditional probability is an average over the site classes: 

3 

f(xh)= LPkf(xh IYh =k). (4) 
k=O 

We assume that the substitution process is independent among codon sites, and thus the log likelihood 

is a sum over all sites in the sequence 

n 

f = ~)og{f(xh)}. (5) 
h=l 

Parameters in the model, including branch lengths in the phylogeny, the transition/transversion rate 

ratio K, as well as any parameters in the OJ distribution, are estimated by numerical maximization of the 

likelihood function (Yang 1997). 

Models implemented here assume that the synonymous rate is constant across all sites, and only 

the nonsynonymous rate varies among site classes. The branch length (t), measured by the expected 

number of nucleotide substitutions per codon, is defined as an average across the site classes (Nielsen 

and Yang 1998). Note that the scale factor Jl in equation 2 differs between the foreground and 

background branches. 

After ML estimates of parameters are obtained, an empirical Bayes approach can be used to infer 
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which class a site is most likely from (Nielsen and Yang 1998). The posterior probability that site h 

with data xh is from site class k is 

(6) 

This approach does not account for sampling errors in the estimates of parameters. It is possible to use 

a hierarchical Bayes approach to accommodate uncertainties in parameter estimates by integrating over 

a prior distribution of parameters. The computation will be more complicated and can be achieved 

using Markov chain Monte Carlo. This approach is not pursued in this paper. We also note that 

parameter estimates obtained using other methods are applicable in the calculation of equation 6. 

Real Data Analysis 

Primate lysozyme evolution 

The lysozyme c gene sequences of 24 primate species analyzed by Messier and Stewart ( 1997) are 

used. The phylogenetic tree of the species is shown in figure 1, and used in later analysis. Only the 19 

distinct sequences are used, each with 130 codons. In many mammals such as humans and rats, 

lysozyme performs the function of fighting invading bacteria, and exists mainly in secretions like tears 

and saliva as well as in white blood cells and tissue macrophages. Colobine monkeys (such as the 

langur) have fermentative foreguts, where high levels of lysozyme are present, and where its function is 

to digest bacteria that pass from the foreguts into the true stomach (Stewart, Schilling and Wilson 

1987). Messier and Stewart (1997) suggested that diversifying selection occurred along the lineage 

ancestral to colobine monkeys (branch c in fig. 1). We apply the new models developed here to these 

data, and treat branch c as the foreground branch and all other branches in the phylogeny as 

background branches (fig. 1). 

Yang ( 1998) has performed a branch-specific likelihood analysis of the data, assuming that all 

sites in the sequence have the same OJ ratio. The two-ratios model assigns the ratio ~ for branch c and 

the ratio 0-ll for all other branches (table 2). This model fits the data significantly better than the one-
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ratio model of Goldman and Yang ( 1994). The LRT statistic for this comparison is 2M = 2 x 2.13 = 

4.26, with P = 0.039 and d.f. = 1 (table 2). So the mratio for branch cis significantly different from 

that for all other branches. To test whether lQ. is significantly higher than 1, the log likelihood value 

was calculated under the two-ratios model but with lQ. = 1 fixed, giving the log-likelihood value-

1,042.50. The two-ratios model that does not place the constraint on lQ. (table 2) is not significantly 

better; the test statistic is 21l£ = 2 x 1.33 = 2.66, and P = 0.10 with d.f. = 1. So lQ. is not significantly 

greater than 1 at the 5% significance level (see Yang 1998). 

We also applied the site-specific likelihood models (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Yang et al. 2000) 

to the lysozyme data (table 2), which assume variable selective pressures among sites but no variation 

among branches in the phylogeny. We use three pairs of models, forming three likelihood ratio tests: 

Ml (neutral) and M2 (selection), MO (one-ratio) and M3 (discrete), and M7 (beta) and M8 (beta&m) 

(Nielsen and Yang 1998; Yang et al. 2000). Model Ml (neutral) assumes two site classes with tUJ 

= 0 and lV! = 1 fixed and with the proportions Po and P1 estimated. Model M2 (selection) adds a third 

site class with the ratio lD.! estimated. This model suggests that about 7% of sites are under positive 

selection with lD.! = 3.7. Since model M2 (selection) is an extension to Ml (neutral), the two models 

can be compared using an LRT. The test statistic is 2M= 2 x ((-1,035.83)- (-1,037.21)) = 2 x 1.38 

= 2. 76, with P = 0.25 and d. f. = 2. So model M2 is not significantly better than MI. The discrete 

model (M3) with K = 2 site classes suggested that 18% of sites are under diversifying selection with OJi 

= 2.6, and identified six amino acid sites under positive selection at the 95% cutoff. Using K = 3 site 

classes produced the same estimates. M3 (K = 2) was significantly better than the one-ratio model; the 

test statistic is 21l£ = 17.20, andP < 0.001 with d.f. = 2. Model M7 (beta) assumes a beta distribution 

for mover sites. The beta distribution is limited to the interval (0, 1) and so the model provides a 

flexible null hypothesis for testing positive selection. The estimates suggest that the distribution 

reduced to the neutral model (Ml). Model M8 (beta&w) adds another site class to M7 (beta), with the 

m ratio estimated from the data. The model suggested 16% of sites to be under positive selection with 
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OJ= 2.5, and identified seven sites under positive selection (the same six sites as under M3 plus site 

17M). However, the difference between M7 and M8 is not statistically significant; the test statistic is 

2/1£ = 2 x 1.65 = 3.30, and P = 0.19, and d.f. = 2. Thus out of the three LRTs, only the one comparing 

MO against M3 is significant. We note that the MO-M3 comparison is more a test of variability in the 

OJ ratio among sites, and the M7 - M8 comparison is a stringent test of positive selection. A similar 

pattern was found in computer simulations, where the MO - M3 comparison was significant much more 

often than the M7-M8 comparison (Anisimova, Bielawski and Yang 2001). While parameter 

estimates under all ofmodels M2 (selection), M3 (discrete), and M8 (beta&OJ) suggest presence of sites 

under positive selection, we suggest that the evidence be treated with caution, because not all the LRTs 

are significant. 

The new branch-site models implemented in this paper are applied to the lysozyme data, with 

branch c of figure 1 considered as the foreground branch and all other branches in the tree as 

background branches. Model A does not allow for sites under positive selection across all lineages, and 

suggest that a large proportion of sites ( 40%) are under positive selection along branch c with OJz = 4. 8. 

This model can be compared with the site-specific model Ml (neutral); the LRT statistic is 2/1£ = 2 x 

1.68 = 3.36, with P = 0.19, and d.f. = 2. So model A does not fit the data significantly better than 

model M 1. Model B allows both for sites under positive selection across all lineages (if m, or OJt > 1) 

and for sites under selection along branch c only (if OJz > 1). The estimates suggest existence ofboth 

classes of sites, that is, about 16% of sites under selection in all lineages with OJt = 2.3 and about 23% 

of sites under even stronger selection along branch c with OJz = 4.3. The comparison between model B 

and the site-specific model M3 (discrete with K = 2) gave 2/1£ = 2 x 0.96 = 1.92, with P = 0.38, and 

d. f. = 2. So model B does not fit the data significantly better than the site-specific model M3. 

However, both models indicate presence of sites under positive selection along all lineages, and so the 

evidence for positive selection along branch cis stronger than indicated by this LRT. The branch

specific models are not nested within the new models, and so the simple LRT cannot be used to 

compare them. 
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In sum, the selective pressure in the lysoZ)1lle is highly variable among sites. There is evidence for 

positive selection affecting some sites throughout all lineages, and in particular, the lineage ancestral to 

the colobine monkeys appears to have a large proportion of sites under positive selection. However, 

most of the LRTs fail to provide significant support for positive selection. This result might be due to 

the short sequences and low divergences in the lysoZ)1lle data, resulting in lack of power in the LRTs. 

Adaptive evolution in the tumour suppressor BRCAl gene in primates 

The BRCA1 plays a role in the maintenance of genomic integrity, including recombinational and 

transcription-coupled DNA repair, and in transcription regulation. Mutations in BRCA1 confer an 

increased risk of female breast cancer. The BRCA1locus has a complex structure of24 exons 

spanning more than 80kb, with the majority (-60%) of the protein encoded by exon 11 (Huttley eta/. 

2000). Huttley et al. (2000) performed a lineage-specific ML analysis of the nucleotide sequences 

from exon 11 of human and non-human primates, and suggested that the human and chimpanzee 

lineages are under positive diversifying selection (fig. 2). The authors hypothesized that the BRCA1 

has a modified function in humans and chimpanzees relative to its homologues in other primates. 

The alignment of Huttley et al. (2000) was modified slightly to accommodate the coding structure 

of the genes. The rat and mouse sequences used by the authors appear too divergent from the primate 

sequences, so that the alignment does not seem reliable in certain regions. Only the primate sequences 

are analyzed in this paper. The alignment had 1,160 codons, but some regions had gaps, which are 

treated as ambiguity characters in the likelihood calculation (Yang 1997). The phylogenetic tree for 

the sequences is shown in figure 2. 

The one-ratio model (MO) gives a log likelihood of -9,565.22, with the estimate w= 0.624. This 

is an average over all sites and all branches, and indicates that many sites are under purifying selection 

in the BRCAI gene. The two-ratios model assigns two different wratios for the foreground human

chimpanzee branches (Wt) and for all other branches (Q.b). The log likelihood under this model is-

9,561.06, with parameter estimates lib= 0.604 for the background branches and aJt = 2.676 for the 
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foreground branches. This model fits the data significantly better than the one-ratio model; the LRT 

statistic is 2/l£ = 2 x 4.16 = 8.32, with P = 0.0039 with d.f. = 1. To test whether Wt is significantly 

greater than 1, the two-ratios model is fitted to the data with Wt = 1 fixed, giving a log likelihood value 

of -9,562.72. This model is not significantly worse than the two-ratios model of table 2 without 

constraining Wt = 1; the test statistic is 2/l£ = 2 x 1.66 = 3.32, with P = 0.068 with d.f. = 1. Huttley et 

al. (2000) obtained a slightly larger test statistic, 2/l£ = 4.3, and their test was marginally significant (P 

= 0.04). This discrepancy seems to be due to the minor differences in the alignments. 

We also applied the site-specific models (Nielsen and Yang 1998; Yang et al. 2000) to these 

data (table 3). The selective pressure on the protein varies greatly among amino acid sites. For 

example, using K = 2 site classes in the discrete model (M3) fits the data significantly better than the 

one-raito model (MO); the test statistic is 2M= 2 x ((-9,335.90)- (-9,565.22)) = 2 x 229.32 = 

458.64, and P = 0.000 with d.f. = 2. Model M3 suggests 17% of sites to be under positive selection 

with Wt = 2.24, and identifies seven amino acid sites under positive selection at the 95% cutoff (table 

3). Model M8 (beta&w) also suggests about 16% of sites under positive selection with w= 2.25, and 

identifies the same seven sites under positive selection as model M3. Furthermore, M8 provides 

significantly better fit to the data than M7: the test statistic is 2M= 2 x 6.62 = 15.24, andP = 

0.00049, with d. f. = 2. These tests provide significant evidence for presence of sites under diversifying 

selection. In contrast to models M3 (discrete) and M8 (beta&w), model M2 (selection) does not 

suggest positive selection. As discussed by Yang et al. (2000), this pattern is because Ml (neutral) 

does not allow for sites with 0 < w< 1, and as a result, the extra site class in M2 (selection) is forced to 

account for such sites. 

The branch-site models of this paper suggest sites under positive selection along the lineage of 

interest (table 3). Parameter estimates under model A suggest that 11% of sites are highly conserved 

across all lineages with~= 0, and 24% of sites are nearly neutral with Wt = 1, while as high as 65% of 

sites are under strong positive selection along the human and chimpanzee branches with ~ = 3. 7. This 
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high proportion appears to be due to the fact that model A does not allow for sites under positive 

selection along all lineages. Model A can be compared with the neutral model (M1) by an LRT. The 

statistic is 2M= 2 x 4.30 = 8.60, withP = 0.014, and d.f. = 2. This improvement is statistically 

significant. Parameter estimates under model B (table 3) suggest that 15% of sites are under positive 

selection in all lineages with tV! = 2.1, while 22% of sites are under even stronger positive selection in 

the human and chimpanzee branches with iVl = 6.4. The LRT comparing the branch-site model Band 

the site-specific model M3 (K = 2) gave 2M= 2 x 2.77 = 5.54, and P = 0.063, with d.f. = 2. This 

comparison is close to being significant. Since both models suggest positive selection at some sites 

along all lineages with aJt > 1, there is strong evidence that the human and chimpanzee branches are 

under diversifying selection. 

We examined the posterior probabilities for site classes under model B to infer which sites are 

likely to be under positive selection along the human and chimpanzee branches. No site reached the 

95% cutoff for any of site classes 1 (with tV!), 2 (with tDl), and 3 (with lVl) (see table 1). Since both aJt 

and iVl are > 1, we combine the probabilities for those three site classes. Two sites have the combined 

P > 99%: 617H and 1144G, and 14 more sites are identified at the 95% level: 179E, 285P, 317T, 

384P, 4710, 479K, 509K, 670H, 672G, 676K, 684F, 892G, 905Y, 1027N. 

Discussions 

. In the lineage-specific analysis, both the lysozyme and the BRCA1 genes show estimates of the wratio 

much larger than 1 for the lineages of interest. The site-specific analysis also suggested the presence of 

amino acids sites under positive selection in both proteins. Parameter estimates under the new branch

site models of this paper suggest much stronger positive selection along the lineages of interest in each 

gene. However, the results of the LRTs are mixed. In the lysozyme gene, we did not obtain 

statistically significant support for the new branch-site models over previous site-specific models. In 

the BRCA1 data set, we found that the new models fitted the data marginally significantly better than 
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the site-specific models, and there was significant evidence for presence of sites under positive 

selection. We note that when the site-specific model M3 already suggests sites under positive selection, 

the LRT comparing it against the new model B of this paper is not very interesting biologically. 

We suspect that the new models of this paper might not often fit the data significantly better fit 

than previous site-specific models. Intuitively, the methods accumulate information about whether each 

site is under selection by comparing the numbers of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions at 

that site. For the simple site-specific models, many changes might have accumulated along branches of 

the phylogeny when many sequences are contained in the sequence alignment. The branch-site models, 

however, focus on only a few lineages of interest. Ifthere is not enough opportunity for multiple 

changes at each site along these few lineages, the data will not contain sufficient information to reject 

the simple site- specific models. 

The new models developed in this paper might be useful to analyze functional divergence after 

gene duplication. When a duplicated copy of a gene acquires a new function, the changed selective 

pressure might promote adaptive evolution by diversifying selection (Ohta 1993), which might affect 

only a few amino acids. Indeed, in an analysis of the evolution ofthe visual pigment family in 

vertebrates, neither the lineage-specific nor the site- specific analyses detect positive selection, but the 

new branch-site models detect positive selection along the lineage separating the rod and cone opsins, 

demonstrating the selective pressure exerted by the requirement of the new function of the ancestral rod 

opsin (B.S.W. Chang, pers. comm.). So the new models have improved power in at least some data 

sets. Previous methods attempt to identifY functional shifts by examining amino acid substitution rates 

along lineages of interest (Gu 1999). Such methods are expected to be less reliable than analysis based 

on codon-substitution models, as the amino acid substitution rate is not so sensitive a measure of 

selective pressure as is the dN!ds ratio. 
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Table 1 

Parameters in the New Models 

Site class Proportion Background OJ Foreground OJ 

0 Po 

1 PI 

2 Pz = (1 -Po - PI)pof(po +PI) 

3 P3 = (1 -Po - PI)PII(po +PI) 
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Table 2. Parameter estimates for the lysozyme data 
Model p l Estimates ofParameters Positively selected sites 

MO: one-ratio 1 -1,043.83 (J)= 0.574 None 

Branch-specific models (Model Bin table 1 of Yang 1998) 

Two-ratios 2 -1,041.70 ll.t = 0.489, l'Dc = 3.383 N/A 

Site-specific models 

Ml: neutral 1 -1,037.21 Po= 0.502 (p1 = 0.498) Not allowed 

M2: selection 3 -1,035.83 Po= 0.498, PI = 0.430 (pz = 15L, 17M, 37G, 41R, 50R, 101R 

0.072) (at 0.5 < P <0.8) 

lVl = 3. 710 

M3: discrete (K = 2) 3 -1,035.23 p0 = 0.823 (p1 = 0.177) 37G, 41R (at P > .99) 

ll.t = 0.237, lOt = 2.629 15L, 50R, IOIR, ll4N 

(atP > .95) 

M3: discrete (K= 3) 5 Same asK= 2 

M7: beta 2 1,037.21 p = O.Oll, q = O.Oll Not allowed 

M8: beta&m 4 1,035.56 p0 = 0.788,p = 99.65, q = 37G, 41R (atP > .99) 

298 15L 17M 50R IOIR 114N 

Pt = 0.212, (J) = 2.538 (atP> .99) 

Branch-site models 

Model A 3 -1,035.53 Po= 0.327, PI = 0.269 Sites for foreground lineage: 

(p2 = 0.404) lOz = 4.809 14R 21R 231 87D (at P > .9) 

41R 50R 126Q (at P > .7) 

ModelB 5 -1,034.27 Po= 0.6ll,pt = 0.157 (pz = Sites for background lllt : 

0.232) 15L 17M 37G 82S lOlR 114N 

ll.t=0.166, t»t=2.319, lOz= 125V(.7<P<.8) 

4.322 Sites for foreground llJ;!: 

14R 21R 231 87D (.7< P <.85) 

Note.- pis the number of free parameters for the OJ ratios. Parameters indicating positive selection 

are presented in boldtype. Those in parentheses are presented for clarity only but are not free 
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parameters; for example, under M8 (beta&m), PI = I - po. Sites potentially under positive selection are 

identified, using the human lysozyme sequence as the reference. Estimates of Krange from 4.1 to 4.6 

among models. 
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Table 3. Parameter estimates for the BRCA 1 gene 
Model p £ Estimates of Parameters Positively selected sites 

MO: one-ratio 1 -9,565.22 m= 0.624 None 

Branch-specific models (Yang 1998) 

Two-ratios 2 -9,561.06 ~ = 0.604, liJt = 2.676 

Site-specific models 

Ml: neutral (K = 2) 1 -9,545.19 Po= 0.290, (p1 = 0.710) Not allowed 

(~ = 0, liJt = 1) 

M2: selection (K = 3) 3 -9,542.06 Po= O.OOO,p1 = 0.548 (/11. = 0.451) None 

(~=0, liJt = 1), {l}z=0.176 

M3: discrete (K = 2) 3 -9,535.90 Po= 0.834 (p1 = 0.166) 285P 479K 672G 892G 

~ = 0.418, lDJ. = 2.240 905Y 1144G (at P > .95) 

617H (atP > .99) 

M3: discrete (K = 3) 5 as above (K = 2) 

M7: beta 2 -9,543.52 p = 0.267, q = 0.148 Not allowed 

M8: beta&ro 4 -9,535.90 Po = 0.836, p = 71.8, q = 99 285P 479K 672G 892G 

(p1 = 0.164), m= 2.249 905Y 1144G (at P > .95) 

617H (atP> .99) 

Branch-site models 

Model A 3 -9,540.89 Po= 0.107,pl = 0.244 (p,. = 0.649) Many 

~ = 0, liJt = 1, 0-'l = 3.677 

ModelB 5 -9,533.13 Po= 0.636,pt = 0.146 (p2 = 0.218) Many 

~ = 0.388, lDJ. = 2.086, 0-'l = 6.422 

Note.- pis the number of free parameters for the mratios. Sites potentially under positive selection 

are identified using the human sequence as the reference. Estimates of Krange from 4.4 to 4.8 among 

models. 
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Figure legends 

Fig. 1- Phylogeny of 24 primate species for the lysozyme data set. Branch lengths, measured by the 

number of nucleotide substitutions per codon, are estimated under the model of codon substitution of 

Goldman and Yang (1994). Branch c, ancestral to the columbine monkeys, is the foreground branch 

for detecting positive selection. 

Fig. 2- Phylogeny of primate species for the BRCA1 data set. The human and chimpanzee lineages 

are proposed to be under positive selection (Huttley et al. 2000). 
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